Calculus I End-of-Term Data Report

Year:

Term:

Section Number:

Instructor:

Final Grade Distribution

Please provide the total number of students assigned each grade. Include zero counts. [I am not concerned about DR/WI or I grades. dlr]

A : 
A- :
B+ :
B :
B- :
C+ :
C :
C- :
D+ :
D :
D- :
F :
F0 :

Sections omitted from the syllabus and why omitted:

Scientific Calculator Use: [Required, Optional, or Forbidden] ["Yes" is not an acceptable answer! Neither is "no".]
Calculus I End-of-Term Data Report

Final Exam Data

[If you gave multiple forms of the final exam to a section, for whatever reason, please fill out a copy of this page for each form and attach it to your package. dlr]

_________________________________________________________________

(1) Multiple Forms? [yes,no]:

(2) If (1) is answered "yes", form identifier:

(3) Does the exam have bonus/extra-credit problem(s) [yes,no]:

(4) Maximum point value on the exam WITHOUT BONUS POINTS:

(5) Number of students who took this form:

Raw scores, NOT PERCENTAGES, for all students taking this form of the final exam. [Please neatly list one score for each student, and do not provide any personal identifiers. dlr]: